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STAFF EVALUATION OF OPERATOR PERFORMANCE, EOPS, AND
THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO CEN-152 RELATED TO THE

JULY 12, 1986 EVENT AT PALO VERDE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

BACKGROUND

Prior to licensing, Palo Verde implemented their emergency operating procedures

(EOPs) based on CE generic guidelines, CEN-152. On July 12. 1986, Palo Verde,
Unit 1, experienced a reactor trip from 100% power on a steam generator Lo-Flow

signal. The operating crew immediately implemented the Emergency Operations
Procedure which directed them to enter the Diagnositc Flow Chart in an attempt
to identify the cause of the trip. The shift crew identified the initiating
event to be a small break LOCA (SBLOCA). Upon entering this procedure,
however, the SBLOCA could not be verified and the crew was directed by the

procedure to either return to the Diagnostic or enter the Functional Recovery

Procedure (FRP). The crew elected to return to the Diagnostic, at which point
the Steam Generator (SG) pressure dropped below the NSIS setpoint. The Diagnostic
then led the crew to the correct diagnosis of an excess steam demand event.

The correct diagnosis was accomplished approximately seven minutes after the

reactor trip.

STAFF EVALUATION

In evaluating the event, the EOPs and crew response, the staff has identified
several problem areas which may require further action on the part of the NRC

and/or the licensee. The staff based their evaluation on the following:

a. The NRC requirements, following the TMI accident, for function
oriented procedures,

b. Knowledge of the Combustion Engineering Guidelines,

c. Knowledge of the Palo Verde Emergency Operating Procedures Program,
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d. Review of the Post Trip Review Report, and

e. Conversations with both NRC regional personnel and plant operations
personnel.

Staff comments and concerns are as follows:

1. The event was complicated by the loss of a nonvital bus, causing the loss
of a number of containment indications. These indications included
temperature, humidity, sump level, and radiation. According to
discussions with plant personnel, having reached the point in the
Diagnostic where reading of these parameters were called for, the control
room supervisor (CRS) determined that, lacking this information, he would
take the "conservative" approach and assume that these indications were

high. This led him to the SBLOCA procedure. Subsequently, however, in
reviewing the post trip report, it appeared that the course followed in
the Diagnostic was the less conservative; the values of the parameters
had to have been assumed low, or the decision point was simply bypassed

to get to a diagnosis. Regardless, the crew ended up in the SBLOCA

procedure.

While the basis for the course taken in the Diagnostic is unclear, the
decision to go on to an event procedure is called into question in the
context of the CE Guidelines and plant commitments. The specific
references are as follows:

a. According to the Combustion Engineering (CE) Guidelines (CEN-152)

where "diagnosis is not possible," the Functional Recovery Procedure

is used.
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b. A letter from E.E. Van Brunt, Jr. (APS) to G. Knighton (NRC), dated
January 10, 1984 states that "If diagnosis is not passible the
Functional Recovery Procedure will be implemented."

c ~ The Plant Specific Technical Guideline (PST-G) portion of the
Procedures Generation Package (PGP) for Palo Verde states that "The

Functional Recovery Procedure will be entered if one of the
following exist: (a) The Diagnostic is unclear. (b) A Recovery

Operation does not sufficiently handle the situation. (c) An

unexplained loss of control of Safety Function has occurred."

d. The Palo Verde training documeAtation states that the Functional
Recovery Procedure is used where the "Diagnostic Flow Chart has been

attempted and is unclear or leads to diagnosis the CRS knows is
incorrect or incomplete."

e. The Palo Verde Emergency Procedure Development program defines
Functional Recovery Procedure as "A procedure designed to be

used to maintain safety functions and stabilize the plant when a

spec)fsc event cannot be diagnosed, or a recovery procedure cannot

be implemented as designed."

Given the fact that a decision point was reached in the diagnostic where

information necessary for diagnosis was not available, the staff position is
that diagnosis was "unclear" and "incomplete" and th '

t e appropriate response

would be to proceed to the Functional Recovery Procedure. This is the

sequence the staff would expect the operators to take, based on the

requirements for a functional approach to accident mitigation, and the

orientation of CEN-152, as coamitted to by the licensee. Although for this
particular event the consequences of proceeding to the SBLOCA procedure was





minimal, the staff is concerned that this may not always be the case. This
was, in fact, the underlying concern, based on the TNI-2 event, that caused

the staff to require function oriented procedures in the first place. The

decision not to use the FRP lends support to the Region's impression that the
plant's philosophy regarding use of the FRP is to use it as a last resort. In
conversations with plant staff, it appears that the decision go to an optimal
recovery procedure may, in part, be due to the belief that it does not matter
if you go into the wrong optimal recovery procedure; the first step will kick
you out if you are wrong. Conceivably, this philosophy can result in taking
inappropriate and unnecessary actions (especially with incomplete information
from plant instrumentation), or delaying appropriate actions while moving from

one event procedure to another.

Since the general approach adopted by the licensee in dealing with the event

appears to be in conflict with the referenced technical guidelines and'ith
the documented plant philosophy. the NRC staff views this as a deviation from

CEN-152 and the requirements for FRPs.

It is recommended that:

a. As a preliminary step before the staff determines the acceptability
of the licensee's approach, the licensee should define clearly the

conditions under which the FRP would be used and develop a policy
(and technical basis) for those situations where decision points

are unclear or necessary information is unavailable. The licensee's

description should also include a statement regarding how they

addressed the "A" items that resulted from the staff audit of the

Palo Verde EOPs, conducted in September 1984.
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2. When the reactor tripped, the operator entered the Diagnostic Flow Chart
in an attempt to diagnose the initiating event which in this case was an

Excess Steam Demand (ESD) Event. The first attempt in the diagnostic
evaluation process put the operator in the Small Break Loss of Coolant

Accident (SBLOCA) procedure. A major factor that led to the
misdiagnosis of the event was a logic statement in the Diagnostic Flow

Chart. This statement determined if the steam generator (SG) pressure is
less than the MSIS, and depending on the answer the operator can take two

paths in the Flow Chart. One path (SG pressure w MSIS) can lead to the
ESD procedure and the other path (SG .pressure > MSIS) lead to the SBLOCA

procedure. The Flow Chart logic is such that the ESD event could not
be diagnosed until the SG pressure was less than the MSIS setpoint., The

Post Trip Review Report shows that 'the S.G. pressure was decreasing

during this event. The use of the S.G. pressure trend in the Diagnostic
Flow Chart would have been a valuable aid to help diagnose the event.

While the generic guideline, CEN-152, does not explicitly.state that
parameter trends should be evaluated when diagnosing an event, it gives .

numerous examples in which parameters trends are considered to determine

the event. The lack of considering the trending of the steam generator

pressure was one of the major factors in misdiagnosing the July 12, 1986

event.

It is recomnended that:

a. Palo Verde performs an analysis 'of the Diagnostic Procedure to
determine if trending of Steam Generator Pressure should be incor-
:porated in the Flow Chart to help diagnose ESD events. In addition,
the use of parameter trending for diagnosing other events should

be considered.
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b. CEN-152 be changed to explicitly state that parameter trending
should be used in diagnosing an event.

3. As mentioned above, the loss of a nonvital bus caused the loss of a number

of containment parameters. Among these were containment temperature,
humidity, sump level, and radiation. During the event, when the operator
was following the Diagnostic Flow Chart to determine the correct
procedure to enter into, one of the logic statements required the operator
to know whether or not the containment pressure, temperature, humidity,
sump level, and radiation was increasing. Four out of these five
parameters were unavailable.

It is recommended that:

a. Parameters and instrumentation that are key variables, especially
those that are needed in the early stages of an event, be powered

from a more reliable power supply.

b. CEN-152 be revised to include statements to have reliable power

supply for key parameters that are used in the ea'ply stage of an

accident, i.e., event diagnostics.

4. Palo Verde's Diagnostic Flow Chart contains a number of logic statements

to determine the correct procedure for mitigating the event. Once. the.

operator enters the Flow Chart, he will eventually be led to an event-
orientated procedure, that is, he will end up in a statement to tell him

to go to the SBLOCA Procedure, Loss of FM Procedure, etc.
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In the Diagnostic Flow Chart there is no logic statement or success path
that- will lead the operator to a statement that directs him to the
Functional Recovery Procedure (symptoms orientated procedures). The only
way the operator can enter the Functional Recovery Procedure from the
Flow Chart is if, in the operators opinion, the diagnostic is unclear,
and he stops using the Flow Chart.

With no statement to direct the operator to the Functional Recovery

Procedure (FRP) in the Diagnostic Flow Chart, the staff is concerned

that the operator would be reluctant to stop using the Flow Chart, and

enter the FRP. In fact, it seems there would be a preference for the
operator to continue to use a Flow Chart until he ended up in an event

'rientatedprocedure knowing that if it was the wrong procedure he would

be kicked out of it. This may be, in fact, what actually happened.

It is recommended that:

a. Palo Yerde Diagnostic Flow Chart be changed to'nclude logic
statements and success paths that will direct the operator to a

statement that will send him to the Functional Recovery Procedure

or define in the Flow Chart the conditions undet which the

Functional Recovery Procedure should be used..

5. In the review of Palo Verde's Diagnostic Flow Chart it was noted that in
a number of instances the Flow Chart has a statement that requires

operator actions, i.e., trip turbine generator, trip reactor coolant

pumps, etc. This is different than the philosophy incorporated in CE





generic guidelines, CEN-152. The entre entry condition contained in CEN-152

a reactor tri or a cond'p >tron that requires a reactor trip. Once this
1s

condition exists, CEN-152 re uir2 requires the operator to perform the "Stand d

Post Trip Actions" w 'h>ch evaluate the status of each safet f
an ar

and rovide
'c sa ety function,

'to
p

'
>mmedlate actions which can be qu'l dqusc y and easily performed

o improve the status of safety functions in geo ard .

the s tom

an ar ost Trip Actions, diagnostic actions are performed t do etermine

ymp om set corresponding to the type of t h'venw ich is transpirin .

Then the operator will select either
g ~

esther the event orientated procedure (ORG)

or the symptom orientated procedure (FRG).

In CEN-152, the Dia nostic' 'ides Section provides the operator with a set

y se ect ng an ORG or theof symptoms that will assist him in logically l ti
FRG. The hilFRG. p osophy incorporated in the Diagnostic Aid Section is to
analyze the symptom to determine the correct proced troce ure to enter. No

operator actions are called u on orpon or required in this section of CEN-152,

whereas, in Palo Verde's Diagnostic Flow Chow art, operators are required to
perform actions while diagnosing the event.

The Palo Verde hilos hp p y of the operator performing actions in the

Diagnostic Flow'Chart before the eventeven ss verified, leave open the
~ possibility of the operator taking actions th t ha mug t aggravate the

situation, or taking actions that would t b ks
'

no e ta en in the procedure

finally selected. For example,,in the .July 12, 1986 event,,all the .

reactor coolant pumps were tripped as required by the Diagnostic Chart

before the operator was told to go to the Small Break LOCA (SBLOCA)

procedure. Mhen the operator entered th SBLOCAe procedure, he could not
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verify that he had a SBLOCA (as required by the SBLOCA procedure) and had

to exit the procedure. However, all the reactor pumps had been tripped.
The event was then correctly determined to be an Excess Steam Demand Event
in which all the reactor pumps are not required to be tripped.

In reviewing Palo Verde's SBLOCA procedure to determine their compliance .

with CEN-152, and Palo .Verde's Procedure Generation Package (PGP) with
regard to tripping the reactor coolants pumps, the staff found that. Palo
Verde's SBLOCA procedures have the correct reactor coolant pump trip strategy
(i.e., the operator is required to trip the reactor coolant pumps under

certain conditions). Hence, there is an inconsistency between what action
the operator takes in the Diagnostic Flow Chart and what is required in
the SBLOCA procedure. In the Flow Chart, the operator is told to trip
all reactor coolant pumps, and then enter the SBLOCA procedure, while in
the SBLOCA procedure, all the reactor coolant pumps are tripped only under

certain conditions.

It is recommended that:

The Diagnostic Flow Chart delete the requirement to trip reactor
coolant pumps. This would make the Flow Chart compatible with
SBLOCA procedure and the trip strategy incorporated in CEN-152.

b. Palo Verde reexamined the need for all other statements in the

Diagnostic Flow Chart that require operator actions and delete them

'if possible. This would eliminate action statements in the Flow

Chart that could be inconsistent with the selected recovery

.procedure, and leave the Diagnostic Flow Chart as purely a diagnostic
which is consistent with the philosophy of CEN-152.
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6. Since a number of concerns were found in the Palo Verde Diagnostic Flow

Chart (see above), the Flow Chart was reviewed for comp'liance with CEOG

generic guideline, CEN-152, and Palo Verde PGP. It was found that the
Diagnostic Aide Section (Section 3) of CEN-152 is written in such a way

that any utility referencing this document in his PGP's can put anything
he wishes in his plant specific procedure without identifying it as a

deviation from CEN-152. CEN-152 uses words in their figures like
"Possible version of ...". Also, the text contains this sentence "Each

utility will decide, based on their own training programs and other
plant specific considerations, what form this diagnostic section will
take in their plant specific procedures."

It is recommended that:

a. The Diagnostic Aides Section of CEN-152 be revised to eliminate
the vagueness as to what should be included in the EOPs. Mords

which can be construed to mean utilities do not have to comply with

the section, should be deleted so deviations will be identified by

utilities referencing CEN-152.
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DOCKET NO(S). STN 50-528/529
Nr. E. E. Van Brunt,, Dr.

Executive Vice President
Arizona Nuclear Power Project
P. 0. Box 52034
Phoenix, Arizona 85072-2034

SUBJECT: ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY, ET AL-
PALO VERDE NUCLEAR GENERATION STATION, UNIT NO. 1

The following documents concerning our review of the subject facility are transmitted for your information.

D Notice of Receipt of Application, dated

D Draft/Final Environmental Statment, dated

D Notice of Availabilityof Draft/Final Environmental Statement, dated

D Safety Evaluation Report, or Supplement No. , dated

D Notice of Hearing on Application for Construction Permit, dated

D Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility Operating License, dated

eLlv .
E5 y Notice; Applications and Amendments to Operating Licenses Involving no Significant Hazards

Considerations, dated g~~e~e~5B5 add 30591)

D Application and Safety Analysi's Report, Volume

D Amendment No. to Application/SAR dated

D Construction Permit No. CPPR-

D Facility Operating License No.

, Amendment No.

, Amendment No.

dated

, dated

D Order Extending Construction Completion Date, dated

D Other (Specify/

Enclosures:
As stated

See next page

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

OF F1Ce~

SURNAMe~

DATe~ 9/( /86

NRC FORM 318 (1/84) NRCM 0240
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Hr. E. E. Van Brunt, Jr.
Arizona Nuclear Power Project Palo Verde

CC:
Arthur C. Gehr, Esq.
Snell 4 Milmer
3100 Valley Center
Phoenix, Arizona 85073

Hr. James H. Flenner, Chfef Counsel
Arizona Corporation Coamfssfon
1200 Mest Mashfngton
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Charles R. Kocher, Esq. Assistant
Council

James A. Bqeletto, Esq.
Southern Calffornfa Edison Company
P. 0. Box 800
Rosemead, Cal ffornfa 91770

Hr. Hark Ginsberg
Energy Director
Office of Economic -Pl'arming

and Development
1700 West Mashington - 5th Floor
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Hr. Wayne Shirley
Assistant Attorney General
Bataan Hemorfal Building
Santa Fe, New Hexico 87503

Hr. Roy Zfamerman
U.S. Nucleal Regulatory Coomfssion
P. 0. Box 239
Arlington, At izona 85322*

Hs. Patricfa Lee Hourfhan
6413 S. 26th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85040

Regional Administrator, Region V

U, S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnfssfon
1450 Harfa Lane
Suite 210
Walnut Creek, California 94596

Kenneth Berlin,'Xsq.
'instonh Strawn'

Suite 500
2550 H Street, NM

Washington, DC 20037

Hs Lynne Bernabef
Government Accountability Project

of the Institute for Policy Studies
1901 gue Street, NM

Mashf ngton, DC 20009
C

Hs. Jill Hor ison
522 E. Colgate
Tempi, Arizona 85238

Hr. Charles B. Brinkman, Hanager
Washington Nuclear Operations
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
7910 Moodmont Avenue Suite 1310
Bethesda, Haryland 20814

Hr. Ron Rayner
P. O. Box 1509
Goodyear, AZ 85338





Chai rman
Arfzana Corporation CnmmfssfonP. 0. Sox 6019
Phoenix, Arfzona 85003

Arfzona Radfatfon Regulatorv Aqency'lTN- Hs. Clara Palovfc, l fbrarfan925 South 52nd Steeet-
Tempe, Arfzona 85238

Hr- Charles Tedford, OfrectotArizona Radfatfon Regulatory Aqencv924 South 52nd Street, Sufte 2Tempe. Arfzona 85281

Chairman
Marfcopa County Board of SupervisorsIII South 7hfrd AvenuePhoenix, Arizona .85003
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